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Impact, the annual freshmen and transfer orientation program, focused on the theme "mosaic," communicating to incoming students that, while no one 
person is the same, each new student at Harding has a unique and necessary place to fill. Students dressed up and attended "Throm" (bottom left) and 
"2021: A Space Odyssey" (top). They enjoyed a visiting hypnotist (middle left), a mechanical bull (middle right) as well as inflatables on the front lawn 
(bottom right). 
Tropical Storm Harvey sweeps eastern Texas 
SARAH DIXON 
head copy editor 
SAVANNA DISTEFANO 
edi_tor-in-chief 
Tropical Storm Harvey broke the 
U.S. rainfall record Tuesday, Aug. 
29 after approximately 52 inches of 
rain were recorded in Cedar Bayou, 
Texas, the National Weather Center 
reported. Since breaking land near 
Rockport, Texas, as a Category 4 
hurricane on Friday,Aug.25,Harvey 
has led to severe flooding in eastern 
Texas and western Louisiana. 
The confirmed death toll for 
Harvey has reached 17, many more 
are missing and at least 32,000 are 
in shelters across Texas, as of Aug. 
30, according to NPR. 
Senior Michela Giordano, a res-
ident of the Houston area, said she 
has felt anxious about her family's 
s~ty s~...the hurricane hit the_ 
state ·and h~r family was forced to -
evacuate their home in Richmond, 
Texas. Giordano said her home 
flooded last year, and they finished 
making repairs in D ecember of 
2016. Now her family home has 
flooded again due to Harvey. 
"I didn't realize how burdened I 
was just knowing my family was (in 
Texas) until they weren't," Giordano 
said. "I've been really upset the 
past couple of days, but I thought 
it was in general. This is terrible 
for everyone, and I was worried 
about my family, but I am still so 
sad for everyone there. Sometimes 
you just have to take a break from 
looking at it." 
Giordano's family rented a Jeep 
t£1f$~ tbro~ tl.!e flooded streets 
and a U-Haul to save their furniture. 
"It's the unsettling feeling of 
knowing that everything is getting 
destroyed. Not just your home, but 
your city and seeing all the terrible 
things people are going through - I 
don't know, it's just hard," Giordano 
said. "I feel much better now that 
my family is in Austin; they are safe. 
Hopefully more and more people 
will have that opportunity." 
Giordano said floods are gen-
erally rare in her hometown. She 
said the rains came quickly and 
with little warning, before complete 
arrangements were made. 
SEE HARVEY, PAGE 2A 
Courtesy of MARY ZEEK 
A car sits half underwater in Houston, Texas. Tropical Storm 
Harvey first hit Texas on Friday, Aug. 25 as a Category 4 
hurricane and broke the U.S. rainfall record on Tuesday, Aug. 
29 with approximately 52 inches of rainfall measured by the 
National Weather Center. 
Summer renovations prepare campus for new year 
STERLING MCMICHAEL I The Bison 
Students visit the newly renovated HU16 TV studio during its reveal on 
Wednesday, Aug. 30. The studio is one of several renovations that took place 
during the summer beak. 
LEXI HOAGLAND 
student writer 
As Harding students re-
newed,refi-eshed and revamped 
for the upcoming school year, 
the university took the same 
approach improving Harding's 
campus upon students' arrivals. 
Hardingworked to improve 
each dorm with a specific em-
phasis on Cone and Cathcart 
halls, in addition to campus 
television studio H U16, the 
Olen Hendrix building and 
the Student Center sidewalk. 
The most extensive remodel 
on campus this summer was 
Cone Hall. A full renovation 
of the dorm took place, in-
cluding the addition of ovens 
to dorm kitchens, as well as 
new air conditioners, full paint, 
new flooring, landscaping, a 
remodel of the lobby and an 
expanded lobby kitchen and a 
In this issue 
new sprinkler and fire alarm 
system. This was a $1.8 million 
project that managed to stay 
under budget, according to 
· Mel Sansom, vice president 
of finance. The dorm was 
finished within the summer 
months, just in time fo r 
students to return. 
"After the recent refurbish-
ment of Cone Hall, it is clear 
to see the students are at the 
forefront ofHarding's mission," 
junior Gregor MacIntosh, a 
resident of Cone Hall, said. 
Also this summer, Cathcart 
Hall was scheduled to receive 
a new roo£ However, during 
the process of construction, a 
heavy rainstorm caused the 
roof to split and flood the 
building. Due to the flooding, 
cr~ws were called in to replace 
all of the carpet, repaint all 
of the walls and completely 
finish the roof. 
For every dorm, painters 
and two different general 
maintenance crews were hired 
to thoroughly examine each 
individual room to see wh~t 
renovations and changes needed 
to be made. The team focused 
on repainting damaged walls, 
cleaning ventilation systems 
and replacing torn or stained 
carpet. Danny DeRamus, 
long-time director of physical 
resources, led construction on 
these projects. 
"There were over 6Q dif~ __ 
ferent rooms that received - ,,. 
n ew carpet ," DeRamus 
said. "We went through and 
evaluated the carpet whether 
it was torn and stained ... In 
Searcy Hall, the bathroom 
grid ceiling tiles were so rusty 
we lui,d a company come in 
and replace the ceiling with 
aluminum so they wouldn't 
rust anymore." 
SEE RENOVATIONS, PAGE 2A 
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Harding Impact students remove foliage and waste from Gin Creek, located behind the GAC on Aug. 19. Dedication of the park is scheduled for October. 
CARSON WHITE posts and a great view of the creek. this project." project. The Psalms 1 project is an idea 
class writer "It was a no-brainer," Ellis said. "To me Phase Two will begin with placing the from Harding board member Dr. Michael 
[this project] seemed like a fun thing to do." fire pits and hammock posts. The goal of Justice. The project is based on Psalms 
Student Association president senior 
Dakota Ellis pursued an idea inspired by 
President Bruce McLarty to clean up part 
of Harding's backyard: Gin Creek. 
This summer began Phase One of the completion is during Homecoming Oct. 21, chapter 1, focusing especially on verse 3, 
three phase initiative. Ellis worked hard to when it will be dedicated. " . .. that person is like a tree planted by 
help make this idea a reality and had help While the beautification of Gin Creek streams of water." The project is to plant 
from others all over campus. Athletic Training is important, the fuel behind this project is trees by Gin Creek as a reminder not only 
When Ellis asked President Bruce McLarty 
about what this year's SA could do, the Gin 
Creek project came up. Both McLarty and 
Ellis saw this as an opportunity to get students 
involved on campus. 
students and teachers, almost one thousand what is important to Ellis. to grow among peers but to grow with God. 
Impact students, the Bisons football team "Why do a project if there's not any kind The true beauty of this project comes 
and many others helped to clear the campus. of spiritual significance?" Ellis said. "Cleaning from everyone involved in the process. Many 
Energy group leader junior Sheridan Gray up a creek is not spiritually significant to do, hard-working hands and encouragement 
helped with the Impact group and said it but it is stewarding our environment and have been and will continue to be in this 
took only a few shifts of two or three hours being able to recognize God's beauty more project. Gin Creek was overgrown and had 
plenty of unused potential, and this project 
was designed to clean it up and make it a 
recreational spot, featuring fire pits, hammock 
of hard work to make a difference. accessibly." "It 's a neat thing to work hard with 
"I did get a blister on my thumb," Gray In Spring 2018, the project will continue others," Ellis said. "Because it grows you 
said. "But it was worth it to help out with to pick up. Phase Three is The Psalms 1 as a person and build your relationships." 
HARVEY, continued from IA 
"The chances of (a massive 
flood) happening are so slim, so 
why would you prepare for it, you 
know? It's just taken everyone by 
surprise. It's so crazy. I just still 
can't believe it's happened most 
of the time," Giordano said. ''All 
my family is there, and I just 
really wish I could be there, too, 
just to be going through it with 
them, knowing everything that's 
happening, helping in any way I 
could." 
Sophomore Sarah Borucki is 
from Spring, Texas, just north 
of Houston. As of last week her 
family, which still resides in Texas, 
was under voluntary evacuation. 
While parts of her hometown 
were underwater, Borucki said 
the water began to subside on 
Wednesday, allowing her family 
to stay. Although she's grateful 
that her family did not have to 
evacuate, Borucki said being so 
far from home while hearing news 
of the storm was nerve wracking. 
out, so it was spotty when I tried 
to contact them," Borucki said. "It 
was stressful just trying to know 
what was happening." 
affected by Harvey. 
"Know that God is in control 
and he has a plan," Borucki said. 
"Through the devastation, he'll 
make it good." 
to be moving toward New Orleans, 
NPR reported that officials are still 
concerned about potential flooding. 
This week marked 12 years since 
Hurricane Katrina. Borucki stressed that there is 
great need for disaster relief and 
aid after the storm subsides. 
As the storm slowly made its way 
out of Texas and into Louisiana, 
Louisiana Gov.John Bel Edwards 
released a statement Tuesday that 
the storm "has tremendous potential 
to continue to drop heavy amounts 
of water, and to prevent peopfe 
from going about their normal 
daily business in a safe manner." 
While there are many ways to 
contribute to the disaster relief in 
Texas and Louisiana, SA president 
semior D akota Ellis said there 
are also ways to get involved on 
campus. Ellis said that as the needs 
of students affected by Harvey are 
assessed, the SA will continue to 
encourage and support through 
cards, meetings and prayer nights. 
"There are a lot of people who 
have severe damage," Borucki 
said. "I have friends who lost 
their homes, so that aid is really 
important." 
"I felt a lot of anxiety. There 
was a lot of unknown, you know? 
Power would go out and the wifi is 
Borucki said she empathizes 
with other Harding students and 
faculty who have family or friends While Harvey does not appear 
Local restaurant to begin alcohol sales 
Rock House receives private club permit 
SAVANNA DISTEFANO 
editor-in-chief 
The Rock House restaurant, located 
at 1301 Beebe Capps Expressway in 
Searcy, was granted a private club permit 
by the Alcoholic Beverage Control 
(ABC) board on Aug. 16. The permit 
allows the sale of alcoholic beverages 
and took effect immediately. 
Craig Robinson, general manager 
for the Rock House, said the restaurant 
is planning the construction of a bar 
and currently has no timeline for when 
alcoholic beverages will be sold, though 
he hopes to open the bar as soon as 
possible. Robinson said customers 
requested the availability of liquor in 
the restaurant, and he believes sales 
will rise with the new permit. 
"Right now we are making sure 
that we are in compliance with all the 
ABC rules and regulations, and once 
we get all the legal aspect of it done, 
we will do the actual construction of 
the bar," Robinson said . 
Because Searcy resides in a dry county, 
which prohibits the sale of alcohol, a 
private club permit was issued to the 
Rock H ouse, which allows businesses 
to serve liquor in dry counties. It is 
- ---- ·- ---
' 
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the same permit the Searcy Country restaurants exists. A statement from 
Club holds and for which restaurants Jana Rucker, Harding's vice president 
El Almacen and Colton's Steakhouse of University Communications and 
applied and are waiting for review M arketing, noted university concerns. 
from the ABC. "We are disappointed with the ABC 
When applying for the permit, board's decision, especially because of 
Robinson said the restaurant faced the restaurant's proximity to campus 
opposition from Harding and church and our concern for the safety of the 
members in Searcy. A memo was re- campus community, but this decision 
leased within the College Church of has no bearing on the university's code 
Christ requesting members to submit of conduct for students and employees," 
concerns regarding restaurant private Rucker said in the statement. "At the 
permits to the ABC board. en'd of the day, we all want what's best 
Though there is a campus policy for Searcy and - while we may not 
prohibiting students, staff and faculty all agree on what that looks like - we 
from consuming alcohol, no regulation are proud and thankful to be part of 
to prevent them from dining at licensed this wonderful community." 
e The bipartisan HOPE (Helping Our People Excel) U Local I State Legislation Brings HOPE Act, wbich allows formerly-incarcerated citizens with felony drug charges to apply for food stamps and 
assists them in making payments during incarceration 
or hospitalization, took effect July 31, according to the 
Arkansas State Legislature. 
National I Confederate Controversy 
Confederate memorials are being removed from 
public spaces, with reports of removal from Florida, 
Maryland, North Carolina, California and New York. 
More removals are scheduled for over nine other 
states. Public reaction remains polarized, according to 
T IME magazine. . 
-
International I Nuclear North Korea 
NEWS FROM A GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE 
On Aug. 24th, Business Insider reported that North 
Korea is working on an intercontinental ballistic 
missile more powerful than any it has previously 
tested. Japan and South Korea are bolstering their 
. . I i 
jaisa hogue 
braver than 
you believe 
Taking a Chance 
J\ t the start of a new school year, I am 
.1"1..reminded of how difficult it is for me 
to reach out and talk to someone I don't know. 
For most of my life I've been a pretty quiet, 
keep-to- myself kind of person, and it takes 
me a while to work up the courage to talk to 
new people. In fact , I could probably count 
on two hands the people I've really spoken 
to in my classes during the past two years. 
For example, the second semester of 
my freshman Bible class, I sat next to this 
brunette with curly hair and a killer fashion 
sense. Of course I was way too intimidated 
to talk to her. She seemed to really have. her 
life together, and I absolutely did not. 
The entire semester I sat next to this girl. 
OPINIONS .... 1111 
The only conversation we had was the day 
she came in with her hair straightened and 
I told her I liked it. That was it. I didn't even 
know her name. 
At the end of the semester, I went in for 
my housing meeting and asked for a room 
on the first floor of Stephens dorm and a 
random roommate. I was told my roommate's 
name was Hollee Phelps and she was a 
pre-pharmacy major, that was all. 
The next day in my Bible class, the professor 
was handing out papers when I noticed the 
name written on the top of the sheet that he 
handed to the brunette sitting next to me. 
Hollee Phelps. 
I totally freaked out and basically accosted 
her right then and there. Then she suggested 
that maybe we should get together for coffee 
one day and get to know each other. So, we 
met before class one Wednesday afternoon 
and talked until I finally looked down at my 
phone to check the time; we had only three 
minutes to get from Starbucks to room 253 
in the Mclnteer. 
We made it all the way to the Front Lawn 
before deciding it just wasn't worth it to walk 
in five minutes late. So then we sat on the 
3A 1 · Friday, Sep t. 1, 2017 
Front Lawn and talked for another hour 
before eating dinner together and talking 
some more. 
When we moved into our room on the 
first floor of Steph ens, we spent all d ay 
exchanging stories about our summers. W e 
spent all night eating popcorn and watching 
the entire first season ofVoltron, an animated 
mixture of Power Rangers and Transformers. 
This year, we moved into our room on 
the second floor of Shores and celebrated 
our friendaversary by watching the third 
season of the same show. Which, by the 
· way, is nowhere near as good as the first, no 
matter what she says. 
That girl that I was too afraid to talk to 
in Bible class turned out to be not only my 
roommate but also iny best friend. 
My point in sharing this story is to en-
courage not only you, but also myself to take 
a chance and talk to that person sitting next 
to you in Bible, even if it 's scary. 
College is such an important time in our 
lives because the choices we make now will 
determine who we are in the future. They say 
the friends you make in college will be the 
ones you keep. The habits you form now will 
most likely stick and the degree you choose 
now will be what gets you a job when you 
graduate. 
College is t he place to challenge our 
abilities and worldviews. It's the place to face 
our fears so that we can grow as Christians 
and as people. 
That's what my columns are going to be 
about this year. I hope to challenge everyone 
who reads them to challenge themselves. 
And I know every single person reading is 
capable of doing so. You've made it this far, 
and I know that it couldn't have all been easy. 
A s C hristopher Robin said , "You are 
braver than you believe, stronger than you 
seem and smarter than you think."! believe 
in you. So, begin this school year by facing 
some of your fears. Take the chance and put 
yourself out there. You never know who you'll 
meet or what you'll accomplish . 
JAISA HOGUE is the opinions editor for 
the Bison. She may be contacted at 
jhogue@harding.edu. 
Twitter: JaisaDanielle 
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savanna distefano 
keep it savvy 
Stopping to give 
It was move-in week. Race Street was 
backed up with bumper-to-bumper traffic 
headed east toward Walmart. I had just 
finished a well-deserved, post-move-in 
brunch at the beloved Waffle House 
and waited to turn right to squeeze my 
way onto Race Street. As I sat searching 
for a brief break in traffic, I saw a man 
standing on the corner holding a piece of 
cardboard. Written in thick permanent 
marker was a request along the lines of, 
"Help, veteran with disability." 
Before I could finish reading his 
homemade sign, a Harding student 
approached him with a plastic bag, 
probably a freshly-bought sandwich 
or hotdog from the nearby gas station. 
They chatted. I rolled past and joined the 
dozens of other passersby. I wondered if 
the student was one of those Walmart 
goers, too. 
I wondered if he was the only one 
who stopped, and I wondered how long 
that man had waited on the corner of a 
busy street in this small, Christ-centered 
town. I wondered how many dozens of 
cars passed by him with indifference, 
judgement or a shrug of annoyance. 
I wonder how many people pass by 
beggars without conversing, flip past 
news channels without watching or 
close out of pages without donating. 
I wonder how many people want to 
know abo~t the hurting in our world. I 
wonder how many of those people do 
something about it. 
I wondered why I have not st:en an 
act of service like this many times before. 
Today, South Sudan is witnessing 
genocide. For the first time, Venezu-
elans top all other asylum seekers in the 
U.S., and Syrian violence is infamously 
labeled the worst humanitarian crisis since 
World War II. Meanwhile, President 
· Trump proposes to cut U ,S. foreign 
support by approximately 29 percent 
for the United Nations, which includes 
international peace keeping and human-
itarian assistance, according to the New 
York Times. The U.S. is currently the 
U.N.'s largest donor, making current 
foreign aid possible. 
Yet, the u:·s. is the wealthiest large 
country in the world, holding more than 
40 percent of the world's wealth, according 
to Fortune Magazine. With nearly 4.4 
percent of the global population, the 
U.S. consumes almost a quarter of the 
Earth's energy resources, according to 
the Worldwatch Institute. 
We have more than we need. 
While more than 800 million people 
are undernourished and 2.8 million people 
struggling to survive on less than $2 a 
day, U.S. citizens have an obesity rate 
of approximately 67. 7 percent, losing 
an annual 300,000 lives and more than 
$117 billion in healthcare costs because 
of our consumption, according to the 
Worldwatch Institute. 
We take more than we need. 
Then we throw it away. Approximately 
254 million tons of waste is produced by 
the U .S. per year - about 4.4 pounds 
per person per day - according to the 
U.S. EPA website. We don't value or 
coutinually reuse what we have because 
we don't need to. We are willing to drop 
off unwanted bags of clothing at Good-
will and throw out food we don't like. 
The U.S. is rich, after all. We can 
afford to have, take and rid ourselves of 
what we do not need. 
Maybe we have gotten so good at 
taking and so used to having that we feel 
uncomfortable giving - giving time, 
money and energy to the helpless and 
hurting across the street and around the 
glob_e, and to the ma~ standing on the 
corner with·the cardboard sign. 
SAVANNA DISTEFANO is 1he ecitor-in-chief 
for the Bison. 
She may be contacted at 
sdistefano@harding.edu. 
Twitter: vanna_distefano 
Keeping Social Media Cliche 
maleah brown 
guest 
writer 
scroll right past it and some may take half a are some memorable ones that I just can't 
second to double tap. They'll probably forget force myself to delete. I find one bad quality 
about your post in a matter of seconds when photo and a cheesy caption from a mission 
they see that a couple posts down from yours, trip, or a polka-dot bordered birthday post 
Taylor Swift's new single dropped. for my best friend's 16th birthday. Who 
The point is, it's your profile to display cares if it got fewer than a hundred likes? 
whatever you want. Think of social media That was an awesome mission trip, and my 
as an online scrapbook or an art exhibit. best friend loved that collage. 
These are things that you experience and You're not going to go look at someone 
The start of the school year brings a fresh share with the world, but you don't create a else's scrapbook to see a picture of the wave of exciting firsts. Moving into a new scrapbook or a collection of art purely for the eclipse. You're going to reference your own 
dorm, a solar eclipse, the first day of school, approval of others. It's okay to want others life and your own profile because those are 
and who can forget Jersey Friday? All of these to see your posts; that's the whole point of your memories. Of course, it's fun to look at 
moments constitute the need for a social social media. However, I think we try too other people's pictures. You get a different 
media post. Your mom posts a sappy caption hard to be aesthetically pleasing or super perspective of the same events, a unique style 
with your sweaty post-move-in picture, and witty. That can be fun, but when not finding that you otherwise might not have seen or 
you cringe. But maybe we should be taking the perfect picture or caption prevents you known. I'm tired of people worrying so much 
notes on mom's use of Facebook and other from sharing those special memories at all, about how successful a post will be with their 
accounts you regret helping her create. You you should take a second to think about how followers that it dictates whether they even 
might refrain from posting a cliche picture of much emphasis you're putting on a virtual post it or not. It's time to take back your 
one of these events that literally every other representation of your life. social media profile and make it about you, 
Harding student is going through. Maybe At the end of the day, you're the one who not your followers. 
you apologize for "another" picture of the is going to remember what you've posted. I'll 
sun or your mad dorm decorating skills. I be the first to confess that it's fun to go on 
· say, you don't need to apologize. my own profile and scroll back to a random 
You should be posting on your social old post, tweet or picture. While I've cleaned MALEAH BROWN is a guest writer for 
media for you. Why do we stress so much out my profile, getting rid of several pointless the Bison. She may be contacted at 
about who sees our picture? Some might and cringe-worthy pictures or tweets, there mbrown25@harding.edu. 
What's Your Opinion? 
Want to write an opinion for The Bison? Contact Jaisa Hogue at 
jhogue@harding.edu to voice your opinion through The Bison newspaper. 
This past summer I spent three months in Georgia after my mother 
had knee-replacement surgery. She 
traded a 1934 model knee for a 2017 
high-flex titanium implant. I tried to 
be funny and asked the doctor if she 
shouldn't get a used one - like a 2014 
model - since I had heard that the new 
ones lose half their value the minute you 
get off the operating table. He sent me to 
the waiting room. 
At any rate - although rehab for 
that sort of thing is not fun - Mom is 
a trooper and worked hard all summer 
to regain her mobility. I was the head 
nurse during the recovery and came back 
to Searcy in August. It's not often that 
a person gets promoted from nurse to 
doctor just by driving across the Arkansas 
state line. But I'm not the kind of doctor 
that can help you with your knee - only 
your spelling. 
I came back to my Searcy home to 
chaos in my backyard. While I was out of 
town, a friend graciously kept the grass 
in my front yard cut. I live in a high-
pressure neighborhood, lawn-wise, and 
it's important to keep up appearances. In 
fact, whenever you hear a lawn-mower 
start up on my street, everyone panics and 
runs out to inspect the yard, fearful that 
a single blade of grass might have sprung 
up past the maximum 4.2 inches allowed 
by the Homeowner's Association. 
Not so in the backyard. I have a 
six-foot fence around that part of my 
property, so I told my friend he did not 
need to cut back there. I now realize the 
folly of this approach. When I got home 
Taming the Beast 
michael 
claxton 
after three months and looked out the 
window, I saw what Dr. Livingstone must 
have seen when he first viewed the forests 
of the Zambezi River. The grass was out 
of control, animals of all species were 
· running wild, and some of the weeds had 
grown taller than I am. A few of them 
had even developed primitive tools and 
were carving graffiti on the fence. 
I had to get out there and tame the 
beast. 
"Well,"you suggest, "if no one can see 
over the fence, why not just close your 
windows and forget about it?" That is 
easy for you to say. You don't know what 
it's like to live this way: knowing that 
Rudyard Kipling could set a novel in your 
back yard, knowing that the crabgrass and 
dandelions have divided your lawn into 
rival gang territory, knowing that rare 
poisonous frogs are mating underneath 
your porch. No, something had to be 
done. 
We are only talking about half an 
acre, but it took four days and over 20 
bags of debris to regain control. It was 
exhausting, and a real strain on my 
brand-new Masport 800 ST mower. At 
one point, when plowing through some 
especially dense underbrush, the mower 
· actually told me I would be hearing from 
his lawyer. Afterward, I had to take the 
wheezing and sputtering machine to a 
repairman, who recommended new spark 
plugs and a couple of weeks in Aruba. 
For what it's worth, I also wore out two 
sets of gloves and a pair of workpants. In 
retrospect, it would have been easier to 
rent a goat. 
Just for fun, I searched "rent a goat" 
on the internet and found a version of 
Airbnb just for farm animals. It seems 
that hipster goats will pay good money 
to get out of town and chew grass in 
a stranger's yard. I read the profile of 
one couple - Bill and Myrtle from 
Minnesota - who are eager to get away. 
They just bought a tiny house and, of 
course, regretted it immediately. 
"I thought there'd be more storage 
space," Myrtle confessed, sheepishly. 
Anyway, Bill and Myrtle have 
discovered that having one-eighteenth of 
an acre just isn't enough for the kids, so 
their profile says they are looking for any 
place bigger to graze for the weekends. 
And their favorite breakfast food is 
crabgrass. 
So next summer, it looks like I will 
have a new strategy for taming the beast. 
Which is a good thing, since I just got a 
subpoena from my lawnmower's attorney. 
MICHAEL CLAXTON is a guest 
writer for the Bison. 
He can be contacted at 
mclaxto1@harding.edu. 
At the Bison, it is our goal to serve the Harding University student body with integrity, truth and open ears. However, we believe that meeting that goal is a two-way street between 
our staff and the public it serves. We pledge to keep our eyes and ears open to what our community has to say and hope that, in return, that community will be an interactive 
audience, sbaring its stories with us. We also pledge to do the basics: Report accurate and relevant information, check our facts, and share them in a professional, timely manner. 
If you have any story ideas, questions, comments or concerns for the Bison staff, please email Joshua Johnson, the editor-in-chief, at jjohnson4@harding.edu. "The Bison (USPS 
577-660) is published weekly (except vacations, exams and summer sessions), 20 issues per year, by Harding University. Periodicals postage paid at Searcy, Arkansas 72143. 
POSTMASTER: Send address changes to The Bison, Harding University 111 92, SEARCY, AR 72149-0001." BYLINE POLICY: The Bison provides an opportunity for class writers to 
contribute work under the byline •guest writers." Due to this arrangement, staff writers may rewrite a portion of the guest writers' stories as they deem necessary, while still 
identifying the work as the guest writers' own. 
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The 
Grand 
Slam 
How the 
GAC 
stacks 
The Great American Con-
ference has been around since 
2011. Since its founding, three 
teams have joined: Northwestern 
Oklahoma State University and 
Southern Nazarene University 
in 2012 and Oklahoma Baptist 
University in 2015. The con-
ference also has two affiliate 
schools, Oklahoma Christian 
and Rogers State University. 
The GAC represents the 
conjoining of two different 
conferences, originally the 
Lone Star Conference and the 
Gulf South Conference. With 
schools located in Oklahoma 
and Arkansas, there was limited 
traveling between the schools. 
The purpose of forrning the 
GAC was to reduce cost of 
travel for the universities. 
The cuts made to education 
in Oklahoma schools have 
played a role in shaping the 
conference. 
That ~eing ~aid, at?1etes 
want to en)Oy the.tr expenences 
as much as possible when 
competing in collegiate sports 
and a part of this includes 
traveling. It can be mundane 
to travel to the same places 
all the time, especially if you 
don't have more "exotic" places 
to travel. How much money 
goes into the total budget for 
sports plays a significant role 
in how much funding each 
individual sport receives. 
Men's tennis now has four 
teams within the conference . 
Because ofhaving limited funds 
and travel, this equals limited 
opportunities in some ways. It 
is not really an accomplishment 
to win a conference when there 
are only three other teams in it. 
The competition needs to 
be increased by the number of 
teams within the conference. If 
budget cuts keep getting made 
to the universities, their sports 
will start to be affected more, 
and this will then affect the 
conference. The Central Region 
is composed of the GAC, the 
Northern Sun Intercollegiate 
Conference (NSIC) and the 
Mid-America Intercollegiate 
Athletics Association (MI.AA) 
conference. 
The GAC, compared to 
schools in the Central Region, 
has 16 srorts fielded with 
eight mens and eight women's, 
and 12 different schools. The 
Northern Sun.Intercollegiate 
Conference has 18 sports 
fielded with eight mens and 
10 women's, with 16 different 
schools. The MIAA consists 
of 19 sports fielded with nine 
men's and nine women's, with 
14 different schools. 
In addition to this, the 
NSIC has schools in five states 
and the MIAA has schools in 
four states. The GAC needs 
to expand if they want more 
success regionally. The way 
the GAC is structured is 
conducive to success within 
the conference, but, compared 
to other schools regionally, it is 
difficult for them to compete. 
One way the GAC could 
expand would be to include 
other schools in Oklahoma 
and Arkansas and potentially 
Louisiana and Texas. This 
would provide a way to travel 
and offer more avenues for 
competition. 
However, Louisiana does 
not current!r_ have any Division 
II schools. lhis then poses the 
question of whether or not we 
should redo other conferences 
to accommodate the whole 
system. 
At the end of the day, yes, 
conferences should be bigger 
and have enough teams tb 
compete at a high level. In 
order for this to be fair, all 
conferences would need to be 
redone in some form or fashion. 
EMILY FAULKNER is the 
head sports editor for the 
Bison. She may be contacted 
at efaulkner@harding.edu. 
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Freshman running back Cole Chancey takes a rout~ in practice on Tuesday, Aug. 22 at First Security Stadium. The Blsons were undefeated at 
home last season and are hoping to continue that trend In 2017. Head coach Paul Simmons said four freshmen are likely to see playing time. 
Looking to defend the championship 
Bisons' brotherhood sets them apart from other conference teams 
EMILY FAULKNER 
sports editor 
The Bisons football team has a legacy stretch-
ing back to 1924. Last year, Harding had its 
best record to date (13-1, 11-0 in the regular 
season), only losing one game to the eventual 
Division II champions, Northwest Missouri 
State. The Bisons keep pushing forward with 
such a legacy behind them. 
To start out this season, the Bisons are ranked 
second in the Great American Conference 
(GAC) behind Southern Arkansas. They rank 
No. 15 nationally, while Southern Arkansas is 
ranked No. 22. No other GAC schools are in 
the top 25 of the American Football Coaches 
Association Division II Coaches' preseason poll. 
With a new head coach, Paul Simmons, this 
year, the Bison nation has a lot of hope and 
excitement. Simmons was assistant coach for 
11 years before taking over the position that 
Ronnie Huckeba held for 11 years. 
"We really don't talk about wins and losses; 
we talk about our goals of how close we can 
get to our potential and that we exhaust every 
bit of talent that God gave us," Simmons said. 
"We don't focus on polls but rather how to 
make sure that we are the very best version of 
what we can be." 
Along with being an experienced coach, 
Simmons was an accomplished player in 1993, 
earning one of the four All-American awards 
that year. The 2016 season was the second year 
in Bisons football history to that saw four All 
Americans, and the only time the team had a 
perfect record to end the regular season. 
"The pressure I feel at the end of the day isn't 
about winning or losing," Simmons said. "The 
pressure I feel is whether I have been able to 
help produce Christian men, and that's what 
Harding football has always been about." 
With the loss oflast year's senior quarterback, 
Park Parish, amongst other key figures, the Bisons 
still have to-practice each day with intensity. 
Despite these losses, the program still has a 
number of strong seniors and upperclassmen. 
"This year, we have a lot of guys who haven't 
played, and they're talented guys who have waited 
their turn behind the class that just graduated, 
and I'm certainly excited about that," Simmons 
said. "The seniors have been dynamite; They have 
won so many games for us, and we want to send 
them out on top." 
Senior leaders such as running back Grant 
Kimberlin and offensive tackle Gavin De Los 
Santos contribute, on and off the field, to the 
success of the team. This year's team has several 
standout seniors who have helped lead the team 
to success in previous years as well. 
"The energy at practice and being vocal at 
practice are two big factors in leadership this 
year," Kimberlin said. "Getting guys to step up 
and guys who haven't had as much experience 
to step up, will continue to help us this season." 
De Los Santos was named preseasonAll-American. 
"This year it is more motivating because I do 
have that hype around me now; I have people 
expecting things out of me,"De Los Santos said. 
"The biggest thing is I want to deliver for them 
and not just have that hype." 
De Los Santos has played in 33 games with 
24 starts so far in his Harding career and also 
earned All-America honors from Don Hansen. 
De Los Santo·s lielped lead Harding to be the 
top rushing offense in Division II. 
"On a more spiritual level, we want to win more 
guys to Christ," De Los Santos said. "We want 
guys to be men of God, that's more important 
than winning even." 
The seniors on the team say Harding's program 
is a standout program, because of"the brother-
hood." The brotherhood is all about having each 
other's back, on and off the field, and being able 
to rely on each other. 
"The brotherhood is the solid foundation of 
Harding football," Kimberlin said. "If we can 
always rely on each other we can really conquer 
any obstacle." 
The Bisons' next game is Sept. 9, at 6 p.m. in 
Magnolia, Arkansas, against Southern Arkansas. 
STERLING MCMICHAEL I The Bison 
The Lady Blsons listen to head coach Meredith Fear helping them with their roles on the team after a day of practice on Thursday, Aug. 
24 in the Rhodes-Reeves Field House. Coach Fear Is tasked with the challenge of helping six freshmen find their place on the team. 
Volleyball looks for strong team dynamic with six true freshmen 
KENDALL CARWILE 
class writer 
The Harding University women's 
volleyball team was named the 2017 
Great American Conference (GAC) 
preseason favorite. The Lady Bisons 
ended last season with a 21-8 record. 
They also finished with a 12-4 record 
in GAC play, winning the regular 
season tournament. Coming off a 
high from last season, the team is 
determined not to let this title get 
to their heads. 
"We don't want to go in over-con-
fiden t, cocky, arrogant or anything 
like that,"head coach Meredith Fear 
said. "Just because you're voted for 
preseason doesn't mean anything if 
you can't go and back it up," 
After winning the regular season 
tournament last year, it will be hard 
to want to share that honor with 
anyone else, according to Junior 
middle blocker Zoe Hardin 
"I definitely think we have the 
potential to win, and what I'm mainly 
focused on is, after conference sea-
son, pushing through and getting 
a bid to the NCAA tournament," 
Hardin said. 
There are six incoming freshmen 
this season, and due to the large 
number of new players, the team as 
a whole has made an extra effort to 
create a strong dynamic. 
"Their integration off the court, I 
feel, has been pretty seamless. A lot 
of times when you have a big group 
of freshmen they are nervous and 
scared, so it's like a little group of 
freshmen and then everyone else," 
Fear said. "They have done a really 
good job of just jumping in with 
both feet." 
As the junior class becomes up-
perclassmen, there is a new sense of 
leadership and responsibility. 
"When you have a big class like 
that and you're reliant on them, you 
hopefully see progression every year 
through their four years. Fear said. 
"So hopefully we will see some of 
their hard work through the first 
two years come to fruition," "And 
then starting all over again with this 
new group of freshmen. It's a good 
balance of experience and some 
newness at the same time." · 
The team is eager to start their 
season and continue to work hard 
and improve their skills. 
"Now my class and the seniors 
have a responsibility to take care of 
them and show them how we do 
things not necessarily tell them, but 
show them on and off the court," 
Hardin said. 
Freshman Lindi Perkins is look-
ing forward to getting to know the 
women better. 
"All of the upperclassmen have 
really made known to the freshmen 
that they have all been through this 
transitional phase, and if we need 
anything to just let them know," 
Perkins said. 
'Tm excited to play with this new 
group. We have been scrimmaging 
and practicing, but it's kind of a 
different dynamic than we had last 
year and even my freshman year, 
so it is going to be fun to see who 
steps up and what roles are filled," 
Hardin said. 
The first ~onference home game 
is Sept. 12 against Henderson State 
University at 6 pm. 
... 
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Women's soccer begins season with new goals 
The Lady Bisons enter the 201 7 hopeful for postseason success 
ALLY PARRETT 
student writer 
The women's soccer team is preparing 
for their new season, which officially 
begins on Friday, Sept. 1, with an away 
game against Emporia State University, 
in Saint Joseph, Missouri. 
After winning the Great American 
Conference (GAC) the past two years, 
head coach Greg Harris and his team 
have set the goal to win more games jn 
the NCAA tournament than they have 
in the past few seasons. 
"We warit to go further, but we have 
to focus on getting better t9day/ Harris 
said. "That's all our team is doing, with 
more consistent energy and the level in 
which we practice and play." 
Senior midfielder and team captain 
Emma Chilton is doing her part this season 
to lead the team to achieving their goal. 
After experiencing a bit of disconnect 
last season, the team had to work hard to 
regain the bond they had created. Chilton 
said they are hoping to avoid that this 
season by functioning more as a family. 
playing atmosphere for the entire team. 
Freshman defender Elizabeth Grogan 
is a new member of the Lady Bisons 
soccer family. 
A graduate of Lipscomb Academy in 
Nashville, Tennessee, Grogan's attraction 
to Harding's soccer program started when 
she met Harris at a club soccer event. It 
later peaked when she met the women on 
the team. With the recent success of the 
team, Grogan feels optimistic about the 
possibilities for this season. 
"I think it's really exciting to step into 
a program that has had so much success in 
the past two years," Grogan said. "There 
is some pressure because we know what 
we're capable of, but we want to keep 
building and keep succeeding." 
Harris said that competeing against a 
strong Emporia State team will be beneficial 
to the Lady Bisons starting the season. 
With the consistent loss of past seniors 
and the addition of freshmen and transfer 
players, the dynamic of the team changes 
each season. Harris said scrimmaging 
during preseason is showing them the best 
way to utilize these new puzzle pieces. 
EMILY GRIFFIN I The Bison 
Freshman defender Avery Underwood looks to advance the ball during 
practice at the Stevens Soccer Complex on Aug. 29. The Lady Bisons enter 
the 2017 season hoping to build off of two straight GAC championships 
by advancing further in the NCAA tournament. The team welcomes in 
seven freshmen and brings back 18 upperclassmen, including five seniors. 
"We've been really focusing on family 
orientation," Chilton said. "Everyone's 
really loving each other and getting to 
know each other more on a personal level 
outside of soccer." 
Chilton knows that understanding 
each other outside of the game will help 
the team play to each other's strengths. 
This would make for a more comfortable 
'Tm still figuring this team out," Harris 
said. "We know what we want to do but 
we still have a lot of work. That's why we 
all come here every day." 
The Lady Bisons start the season with 
six non-conference matchups before their 
first conference game on Sept. 21 vs 
Southern Nazerene at home. The Eagles 
finished 4-12-2 last season. 
Men's soccer plans for success 
Bisoris look to build upon historic 2016 season 
MAGGIE MCDOWELL 
student writer 
DUSTIN SCHANDEVEL 
asst. sports editor 
The 2017 men's soccer season kicks 
off Sept.lat home against the Okla-
homa Christian Eagles. Coming off of 
2016, the team had the best season in 
program histroy, with 14 wins and the 
Great American Conference (GAC) 
Championship trophy. 
But according to head coach Jon 
Ireland, their focus is not on the past, 
but the future. 
"This year, we have more 
substitutes that can do 
the same things as us 
starters." 
-Van Thang 
Senior midfielder 
"What I tried to do is what we 
did last year -:- and it helped us - is 
to keep it simple," Ireland said. "The 
interesting thing about last year's team 
when we broke all the records and won 
the most games in school history, not 
one time did I ever talk about wins and 
losses, and not one time did we ever 
say, 'Hey, let's try to have a winning 
season,' or 'Let's win double digits.' It 
was all about keeping it simple, and 
focusing on what we can control today, 
and one day leads to the next and if 
we do things the right way, I believe 
- consistently over time - we'll get 
the results." 
Ireland is not the only person who 
has high hopes for this team. For senior 
midfielder Van Thang, the team is just 
getting started. 
"If we work hard like we did last year, 
I think we have a better team than we 
did last year," Thang said. "This year, 
we have more substitutes that can do 
the same things as us starters." 
The team is welcoming back 16 
upperclassmen and introducing 10 
freshmen. Thang said that a big dif-
ference with this year's team is the 
roster skill level. 
"Last year, it was hard for us because 
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we would have to play whole games," 
Thang said. "Now, we all can be sub-
stituted every 40 minutes, because we 
all have the same skill level. That will 
help us to be able to have better offense 
in die NCAA tournament, which is 
what our goal is this year." 
The mark of a good team is building 
on each other; and according to Thang, 
that is exactly what the team is doing. 
"My biggest motivator is just whenever 
I see that my teammates are working 
hard, I want to work harder, and then 
they give me motivation to do better 
each day,"Thang said. "I can see a lot 
of players (doing well) because all of 
them are good at both soccer and school. 
I'm pretty sure they'll do great and I 
think the program is building now. 
Each year, I think they will improve 
a little bit and get better and better." 
The Bisons start the season with 
six non-conference matchups before 
their first conference game on Sept. 21 
vs Southern Nazerene at home. They 
will welcome Oklahoma Christian on 
Sept. 2 to begin non-conference play. 
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Senior Daniel Smith, sophomore Ally Davis, senior Ross Smith, alumna Micaleigh Coleman, senior Braden Bowman, senior Emily Kilgore, senior Tiffany 
Beck, alumnus Luke Dalton and senior Katherine Stinnett perform in the Havana Cathedral on Aug. 7. The group performed in churches throughout Cuba. 
RAIANNE MASON senior D aniel Smith, a tenor in GNS, said. and his family, and service was held in a large you're worshipping with people you've never 
features editor "But they're not tied down to material things extended patio at the back of the house. met before, and who speak a completely dif-
"When people think of Cuba, they think 
of the embargo and the trade and all of the 
government and communism, but no one 
knows there's a Cuban church, let alone a 
Church of Christ down there," said soph-
omore Ally Davis, who traveled with nine 
other Harding students to Cuba this summer. 
The opportunity arose when Tony 
Fernandez, a Cuban speaker at last year's 
Lectureship, heard the Good News Singers 
(GNS) perform. He invited them to Cuba 
for 10 days to sing at a youth conference 
onAug.2. 
According to the director ofGNS, Chuck 
Hicks, the trip was possible only by the 
hand of God. 
"I've seen the Spirit of God work, but 
I've never seen this before," Hicks said. "I've 
never-seen the eyes ofimmigra'tion officfa:ls 
shielded so I could carry in my equipment. 
I've never seen government officials stand up 
and applaud God. I've never seen people so 
poor try to give so much." 
According to Forbes Magazine, the average 
Cuban makes less than $30 a day. 
"They're much more impoverished than 
we are; and in that sense, they're lacking," 
like we are, either. So that, at least in my "Their church 'building' had no walls. ferent language, "Davis said. "They all sang in 
observations, I guess, frees them up to be It was just a big covered patio," Hicks said. Spanish, but you could tell they were singing 
the hands and feet of Christ." "But none complained about the oppressive the same tunes. They don't quite know how 
The nation of Cuba is a communist state, heat and stifling humidity, they just thanked to harmonize, but they sing so loudly and 
and until 1991 was coerced by the govern- God that they were able to be together to it's beautiful. It 's one of those things that 
ment to be an atheist state as well. Cuba sing, pray and praise God." hits you hard in the heart and clenches you." 
has freedom of religion, but the government Hicks said the mission of the trip was to The group traveled all over the island of 
still makes it difficult to obtain permission encourage the people of Cuba, but more than Cuba singing for and with various groups. 
to build churches. that it was to form relationships. "We sang in homes, churches, conference 
"Singing breaks through "It was to encourage and show that rooms, cathedrals and caves. It's our way of 
language barriers faster than Americans, Christian Americans, have the communicating,"Hicks said. "Singing breaks 
anything else. It knocks down same beliefs and same convictions and want through language barriers faster than any-
walls that divide nations. It to bridge this gap that's been between our two thing else. It knocks down walls that divide 
brings harmony posslbllltles countries for so long," Smith said. "The love nations. It brings harmony possibilities for 
for society Into focus." of Christ that flows through us and through society into focus." 
them was so at work in those relationships." 1hiswas seen clearly when GNS performed 
Hicks, who still talks to Fernandez weekly, at a Catholic cathedral in H avana. 
said these relationships have been maintained "The president of the National Council 
-Chuck Hicks 
"They have to jump through so many after the group returned to the States. of Churches in Cuba stood up and said , 
hoops because of government-re atea11iliigs,"- must a · t,"Hicks said. "I h ave 20 t~ 'This right here, this harmony is the kind of 
Smith said. "But that doesn't stop them. They new Facebook friends from Cuba, and every thing that makes the world better. H armony 
work so hard, and the people are so devoted day I get new ones on there. It's beautiful." makes us the same and brings us together,"' 
because for so long there was this void that Davis admitted that the language barrier Hicks said. 
could not be filled, legally at least. And then, between the group and the people of Cuba This is a harmony the group hopes will 
finally, when it was allowed, people had such was difficult; however, it did not stop them continue to expand in the future. 
a hunger for it." from praising God together. "I definitely think that this isn't the last 
GNS worked with a house church based "It's overwhelming to realize that you time that Harding will go down there,"D avis 
in Matanzas, Cuba. It was built by Fernandez are worshipping the same God even though said. "It's a door that's opening wider." 
Graphic by DARRIAN BAGLEY 
Transforming transportation in White County 
Student strives to make a difference in the lives of Searcy residents 
DAILEY THOMAS 
class writer 
"Uber with a purpose," senior 
Hayden Gadberry said when 
describing his new nonprofit orga-
nization, Vessel. Vessel was started 
in early May and is an organization 
that provides free transportation 
to parolees and recently homeless. 
Gadberry started Vessel when the 
idea came to him in one of his social 
work classes. 
"God just gave me this idea 
during class, and I just ran with it," 
Gadberry said. "We were talking 
about how big of a necessity public 
transportation is in today's world, 
especially in rural (counties)." 
Vessel is a free-to-use ride sharing 
service partnered with six other 
organizations, including Mission 
Machine and Jacob's Place, which 
work with the homeless population 
in White County. Vessel also works 
with the Life Recovery Center, which 
provides skill based classes for adult 
men, and the Arkansas corrections 
office, which allows Vessel access to 
parolees, Gadberry said. 
About half of the people who 
receive rides from Vessel are parolees, 
while the other half are homeless 
men and women Gadberry said. 
He also said the majority of 
Vessel's clients are male; however, 
there are a couple female riders 
as well. 
"There is no form of public 
transportation in Searcy," senior 
social work major Morgan Spillan, 
writer of the terms and services 
for Vessel, said. "To a lot of people 
(Vessel) is becoming a sure way to 
get to doctors appointments and to 
get food for families, on a budget 
they can handle." 
Vessel's mission is to provide 
rides to places like parole officer 
meetings, work, grocery stores, job 
interviews, and doctor appointments. 
Vessel hopes these rides will help 
people get back on the right track 
in their lives. 
"Vessel is going to give people 
a chance to get their lives back 
together, to maybe have a better 
life and to stay out of jail," Carla 
Sumner, a board member for Vessel 
said. "Even ifVessel helps one person 
break the (recidivism) cycle, it will 
be impactful." 
It brings to light how something 
simple could change someone's life 
for the better, Spillan said. 
"A lot of days it's the ride to 
work someone needs after they've 
gotten out of prison. Thirty days of 
employment on a resume looks so 
good for someone who has been in 
prison the past two years," Spillan 
said. ''It's been the difference between 
going back to jail and getting a job 
and having a life." 
Vessel is a Christ-centered orga-
nization, so faith plays a huge part 
in what they are trying to portray, 
Gadberry said. 
"Faith is all that (Vessel is 
about). Vessel is not mine; Ves-
sel is God's, Gadberry said. "I'm 
not qualified to run Vessel by 
any means; I'm not qualified to 
start a massive nonprofit, but 
because of God, I am qualified. Be-
cause I allow God to work through 
me, I can trust that God will allow 
me to work through this." 
Spillan believes Vessel is more 
than just an answer to the transpor-
tation problem in White County. 
"Answering this call to service is 
just answering a call that Christ has 
for each of us, to help your fellow 
man out," Spillan said. 
Gadberry said his organization 
is impactful to many people, just 
by giving rides, sharing stories and 
being a listening ear. 
"Within the 10-15 minutes I 'm 
in the car with these people we talk 
apout life, religion and family, all 
kinds of stuff," G adberry said. 
Vessel is h oping to cont inue 
reaching out to people through 
free transportation, but is in need 
of voluntee r dispat chers and 
drivers. If interested contact them 
through Facebook or by em ail, 
vts.ark@gmail.com. 
..... 
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Finding hope and comfort in 'The Hiding Place' 
ANNA LITTLE 
news editor 
The genius of Corrie Ten Boom's 
"The Hiding Place" lies not in style, 
vernacular, or intrigue - though they 
are integral. Instead, you find yourself in 
her leather shoes, brutalized, intimidated 
and stumbling toward God. Though Ten 
Boom's story unfolds in a concentration 
camp at the peak of World War II, 
somehow her struggles don't seem all too 
different from ours. That is her genius. 
She relates to you because you are her 
brother or si~ter in Christ, unbound by 
time, space and circumstance. 
"The Hiding ,Blace" is the autobi-
ography of Corrie Ten Boom, the first 
female watchmaker to be licensed in the 
Netherlands. A devout Christian, she 
and her farnily follow their faith, risking 
their lives to hide Jews and refugees 
of Nazi Germany and its allies. They 
are captured and subjected to cruelty 
beyond C?mprehension in several Nazi 
concentration c~mps. 
We are all familiar with World War 
II and the mass ·terror and tragedy it 
beheld. It is sometimes difficult to 
look back and learn from trials. That 
is why "The Hiding Place" exists, and 
why I encourage you to read it. It is 
here for us to learn to observe God in 
every portion of humanity. Ifhe exists 
in prisons infested with insects and 
rodents, established on foundations of 
hatred and slaughter, he exists in your 
deepest pits. 
For artists and bibliophiles, Ten 
Boom's voice flows like rich coffee 
spilling from the cracked Dutch tea 
kettle simmering eternally on her 
mother's stove. Still, due to the subject 
matter, it's not an easy read. However, 
it is a rewarding one in the sense that 
one can experience profound truth in 
a beautiful way. 
"'The Hiding Place' is not 
just an inspiring story, but 
an honest documentation 
of history; that should not 
be taken lightly. If you wish 
to realize that humanity 
existed on both sides of 
the Holocaust, read this 
book. If you wish to expand 
your knowledge of God's 
nature, read this book." 
- Freshman Anna Little 
When I first read "The Hiding Place," 
I was on a journey. In my own pit, I strug-
gled to find God's voice in my monotony. 
Ten Boom was there. She explained to 
me that she didn't know God's plans, 
either. But, years later, looking back, she 
saw them forming clearly. She realized 
that she needed to learn to trust him, 
first. Now, when I grow impatient for 
lack of purpose, I remember Ten Boom, 
and I am satisfied in God. 
This is not to say that Ten Boom 
waited lazily for God's deliverance. 
Her family, against the wishes of their 
government and their own safety, hid Jews 
and other refugees in their household 
because they knew righteousness. When 
preparing to do something difficult, 
I ·often consider their monumental 
display of faith. How trivial it seems 
to worry about tests and grades once I 
compare my situation to Ten Boom's. 
And even then, I am reminded that 
there is no trial too small to be valid. 
I'm encouraged to struggle on, as well. 
"The Hiding Place" is not just an 
inspiring story, but an honest docu-
mentation of history; that should not be 
taken lightly. If you wish to realize that 
humanity existed on both sides of the 
Holocaust, read this book. If you wish to 
expand your knowledge of God's nature, 
read this book. If you are frustrated with 
who you are or who God is, or who you 
want them both to be, I encourage you 
to turn a few pages. You might find 
yourself getting lost and found with a 
dusty old watchmaker, in the muck and 
triumph of"The Hiding Place." 
EMILY GRIFFIN I The Bison 
Senior Laren Houston reads "The Hiding Place", 
a historical autobiography written by Corrie Ten 
Boom about the persecution under the Nazi Re-
ich during World War II. The "Hiding Place" is the 
second addition to the Harding Read program. 
Tacos 4 .Life comes to Searcy 
KENDRA CHRISTOPHER 
student writer 
A new restaurant has 
made its way to Searcy and 
is fully equipped to satisfy 
the taste buds of many taco 
eaters. Tacos 4 Life is a new-
to-Searcy restaurant with a 
great purpose, delicious food 
and a hipster-like atmosphere. 
The mission behind the 
food is what makes it unique. 
For each taco purchase, 22 
cents of every dollar spent is 
donated to Feed My Starv-
ing Children, an evangelical 
organization with a goal to 
end world hunger. Customers' 
money is used to buy and 
send nutritional rice packets 
across the globe. 
Even President Bruce 
M cLarty said Tacos 4 Life 
will be a tasty addition to 
Searcy. H e has eaten with his 
daughter's family at the Tacos 
4 Life in Conway, Arkansas. 
"The food was great . It's 
unique, delicious, fresh and 
interesting. I think Harding 
students will love the expe-
rience," McLarty said. 
For peopl!! seeking a gen-
uine and healthy food choice, 
this is the perfe~t place. In 
addition to ta~os, they sell 
salads, quesatlj~a~, nachos, 
rice bowls and cookies. With 
a five-star rating on Facebook 
reviews, it's the kind of variety 
Searcy has be.en waiting for. 
The manager said they have 
been working hard fi-om early 
in the morning to late at 
night to execute an excellent 
experience for everyone. 
EMILY GRIFFIN I The Bison 
On Wednesday, Aug. 23, Tacos 4 Life opened at 3113 E. Race Ave in Searcy. 
Its mission is to provide a meal for a child in need through Feed My Starving 
Children, an organization that strives to end world hunger. 
The atmosphttre is especially Street between Walmart and people to view the new es-
attractive to college students. Harding, it's a convenient tablishment while enjoying 
Trendy wall art and colorful location for students. Tacos fresh tacos. 
outdoor seating occupy Tacos 4 Life originated in Conway, Tacos 4 Life is the per-
4 Life locations. The feeling Arkansas, with locations feet restaurant for Harding 
of the restaurant sparks a now in Texas and soon in students. Not only does it 
fresh energy. C harlotte, North Carolina. provide delicious foods at 
"As soon as I walked into Before the grand opening, competitive pricing, it, much 
Tacos 4 Life, I was surprised the restaurant had a "soft like Harding, serves a greater 
at how vibrant and energetic opening" during which they purpose within the commu-
the place felt," junior Abbey served free food for two days nity. You can always justify a 
Watson said. to those who registered for trip as a greater expression 
Locat ed on East R ace the event online. This allowed of Christ's love. 
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CAB to host Christian rapper Lecrae on campus 
KAYLA MEELER 
student writer 
On Monday, Sept. 11, Harding will h ost its fir st 
Christian rapper, Lecrae, in the Benson Auditorium at 8 
p.m. in one of this year's concerts hosted by the Campus 
Activities Board (CAB). 
Lecrae will be making a stop in Searcy on the front-end 
of his All Things Work Together Tour this fall. Lecrae 
is a two- time Grammy Award winning artist under the 
Christian rap genre. In recent years, Harding has brought 
indie-rock artists such as Needtobreathe, or pop artists 
s1;1ch as Andy Grammer, but never a rap artist, according 
to senior Presley Nixon, CAB co-director. 
L ogan Light, director of Campus Life, said getting 
a popular atrist depends on when they are on tour or if 
they have recently released an album. 
"W e benefit most from what we call routed tours," 
Light said. "Usually' a ba~d, while they're on tour, are 
gqing to play in Dallas, M emphis, or Nashville. If we can 
get in early enough on that tour, we can be a stopping 
According to Christian Today, L ecrae signed with 
Columbia records in May 2016, the same label as popular 
artists like Beyonce and One Direction. Lecrae works with 
many big artists even outside of the Christian music genre. 
H e has collaborated with artists such as Tori Kelly and 
TyS. L ecrae's music got more popular, many of his fans 
were worried that his music would turn secular, according 
to C hristian Today. 
"I think it's a very respectable thing that he did, sign-
ing onto this huge record label and facing that kind of 
challenge," Nixon said. 
H owever, not many fans saw h is decision that way 
and thought that L ecrae signing with a secular label was 
a sign that his music would evolve into a secular genre, 
according to Christian Today. 
"W e can still make good, clean music that doesn't 
have to be preachy," Light said. "I think Lecrae has al-
ways pushed back on that label as a Christian rapper. It's 
interesting that he got so much backlash because I don't 
think that he h as changed much . His music has evolved 
as any artists had. I think the backlash is a little silly." 
Lecrae supports the mission of H arding. 
"Harding's focus is to glorify God, and Lecrae does that 
with his music," Dunavin said. "I think that him coming 
is a good opportunity for everyone who wants to go and 
glorify God in a concert setting." 
Tickets went on sale Friday, Aug. 25, for students with 
CAB passes for $5. Tickets are now on sale for all other 
Harding students for $10. 
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